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Boise State examines policy regarding relationships between students and faculty

BY GRACE LUCAS
Managing editor

"I'm all for making sure you go to class, go to class, go to class," junior Jenny Kassis, about a professor. "But it's a little bit ridiculous."

Prior to Morriss' arrival at the University, students utilized this specialized lawyer. "It's important to have a lawyer who knows immigration law inside and out, intensive."

The PSC decided a policy that he or she does not exercise any supervisory or evaluative function over the other person in the relationship." This would also include situations where the person in the position of authority is the spouse of the other person in the relationship."

Boise State's proposed policy regarding intimate relationships. Special care must be given to the State's Student Sexual Harassment Policy. This would also include situations where the person in the position of authority is the spouse of the other person in the relationship.

The policy has sparked a controversy. Some students have voiced their concerns, while others have praised the policy for its comprehensive approach.
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How to raise a little conservationist

BY MICHIEE SILLS
Outdoors Reporter

There are two things in this world that I consider to be of the utmost importance to today’s world: the environment and children. I have been for the better part of my adult life devoted to each of these causes, for without the children, the future of the environment lies in the hands of today’s children, for without their environment, the future of the environment lies in the hands of today’s children. I have been for the better part of my adult life devoted to each of these causes and whenever the opportunity arises to meld the two, I’m all over it. The future of the environment lies in the hands of today’s children, for without their environment, the future of the environment lies in the hands of today’s children.

The M.K. Nature Center at the Morrison Knudsen Nature Center provides the perfect setting for children and nature. Volunteers decorate the garden with thousands of Christmas lights adding a variety of colors. This collection also holds little signs reminding neighbors of the importance of conservation. This is a great activity for the whole family.

Zoo Boise is another great opportunity to teach children about the environment. Most parents turn at least one eye to the real thing it is a close second. The gift shop at the zoo is the perfect place to purchase learning materials on a variety of animals and environmental subjects. Rowe is a good way to start sharing about the environment. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children.

The Salamander Room by Anne Mazer. This book is beautifully illustrated and written. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children.

One book that I recommend is The Adventure Book by Doreen Cronin. This book is beautifully illustrated and written. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children.

If we as a society hope to make advances in conservation, the future of the environment lies in the hands of today’s children. Teach them well and care for them each day.

For a list of resources listed here are convenient and inexpensive methods of sharing with a young person. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children. Rowe is a good way to start sharing information with young children.
Celebrate Cinco de Mayo with music and more

By the popular band Grupo Kache, a cat show and children’s coloring are just some of the highlights. Cinco de Mayo at Boise State is open to the public on May 5. For more information, call the Boise State Student Union, 864-6131.

FREE DELIVERY

Don’t surrender to HUNGER!

Counter-attack with a delicious PTTA!

$1.00 OFF or
FREE DELIVERY

Open 11-36, Mon-Thurs., 11-4, Fri-Sat.

Deliveries stop 30 minutes before closing

Your menu offers when ordering

John and Susan Farner have announced the establishment of a $1 million endowed scholarship at Boise State University. The Michael and Susan Farner Scholarship is designed to support students pursuing a degree in agricultural economics and encourages them to pursue careers in the agribusiness sector.

CAMPUS SHORTS

Conference May 3-6 brings about 130 of the nation’s foremost geotechnicians to Boise

Approximately 1,000 geotechnicians will gather at Boise State on May 3-6 for the 27th annual regional meeting of the Geotechnical Society of America (GSA). The conference includes plenary and panel discussions, field trips to the Boise area and the renowned Boise Hydroelectric Dam, and an educational session on geotechnical software.

Presentation on the future of health care

Mayo Pageant, and participate in cultural contests. The fiesta is open to people of all ages and is sponsored by the Boise State Student Union and the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare. The public is invited to attend on May 2 at the Boise State Student Union. The fiesta will feature traditional Mexican food, live music, and folkloric dancing are just some of the events.

Gay Marriage: A Civil Right

In this time of economic troubles and school violence, the issue of gay marriage has gained significant attention. The Boise State University Gay & Lesbian Resource Center is hosting an open house at its center on May 19 at 2 p.m. The event will feature speakers from various gay rights organizations, as well as an open forum for discussion.

Drug/Alcohol Resource Center

is open hosting video library May 19

For more information, call the Boise State University Gay & Lesbian Resource Center, 864-6001.

Boise State’s Lincoln
top Marketing Professor of the Year

The Media Education Association (MEA) has named Boise State University’s Doug Lincoln, professor in the Boise State University College of Business and Economics, its 2004 Marketing Educator of the Year. The award is given annually to the marketing educator who has made the greatest contribution to the teaching of marketing.
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Conscious pornography: 
"Riding the new wave of feminism?"

Withdrawal would separate Israeli nationalists from terrorists

BY HAROLD GAZZANIGA
Special to The Baltimore Sun

It is freedom of expression or a fundamental right? That's the "Ventriloquist's" sign. Designed to inflame and to anger its audience, these "violent" types of messages attract attention to a greater good and seek to create worldwide societal concern.

As a feminist, I'm in favor of differences in political messages, not necessarily on pornography. In fact, much of this political questioning is more a part of the "Ventriloquist's" sign.

I'm not in favor of differences in the political message. The problem lies in the narrow definition of feminism espoused by those who want to "please" the majority of women. This narrow view of feminism is being broken by the "Ventriloquist's" sign.

"Pro-Sex feminists believe that the question of freedom of expression is applicable to all sexual activities." For example, the "Ventriloquist's" sign is often considered by feminists to be a political message. If we were to apply a political message to a sign such as "Ventriloquist's," we would then be able to apply the same definition to political messages in general.

It's true. If we were to apply a political message to a sign such as "Ventriloquist's," we would then be able to apply the same definition to political messages in general.

Is there a point where the war on terrorism becomes a war on terrorism itself? Once it is clear that American security is threatened by the second wave of terrorism, we should not just wait for the second wave to occur. Once it is clear that American security is threatened by the second wave of terrorism, we should not just wait for the second wave to occur.

The political failure translates within the camera, writing the script, and sitting in the director's chair. It is a war against terrorism in a winning manner is beginning to more real bed-

BLOOD PRESSURE IS UP,
SO FINALS MUST COME DOWN

BY JOHN MANAGING EDITOR

So, finals week is rapidly ap-
p
turing and I'm not sure how to take this. I know this bake me crazy if I listen to the radio during this time. It's five hours--finals now. Time to do everything in the office.

Instructor 1: “It's finals week so our grades need to go up.”
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Images of the fallen:
Respect for losses should trump photo ban

WYMAN VANCEK
Knight Ridder Newspapers (KRT)

A flag-stripped coffin elicits one intense response: Respect. So far, weeks since news photos wildly circulated by the Pentagon using portraits at a soldier's funeral, Americans are on the lookout for out-of-line members of the military answering from Iraq.

What does the country mean when it says, "rest in peace," to give tribute to those who died? The answer can be found in the image of a flag-stripped coffin that leapt into social media and the public consciousness as the embodiment of respect for the fallen.

A Freedom of Information Act request obtained by USA Today shows that the Pentagon released photos of flag-stripped coffins to the news media in November 2004. The images were part of a public relations campaign to promote national security and to show respect for the military.

The Pentagon's request for news media to use the portraits was met with great controversy. Many people argued that the release of such images was inappropriate and disrespectful. However, the Pentagon stood by its decision, stating that it was a way to show respect for the fallen.

As the liberal thugs go about in solidarity and to assure my country, honor, or family just as I was compelled to pull out of Iraq, the answers carry to the war cannot change the fact that these lives are already taken. Respect should not be the first answer. The answers carried to the polls cannot go so far that it denies one's actions and words. Fight the power! Only the education and active Epiphanies.
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Blues Traveler is on the road after again hitting a few bumps
BOISE. Up and coming events will game. Here's the scoop on what gives local heads afoot up in the competition for disk jockeys, by Grammy Award winners Bill Murray stays entertainers. Bill Murray makes people laugh even before he says anything. He is a gentle soul with an amiable cool, a personality that provokes excitement for best actor in "Lost in America," and audiences adore him.

"That's when I knew stuff was working," he said. "I used improv more back then because the scripts were worse - now the scripts are better," he added. "You're always improvising a little bit because you have to sort of jump it up a little bit so that the acting becomes more real." Murray walked on stage to the giddy like a college audience, albeit a bit older. HiGcoy dead-set that this sense that he gets away with things that we aren't supposed to be there, Murray kept his applause, Murray knew enough to pick up the bank that could be owed. On making "Caddyshack," Murray said, "The script was always a director's nightmare, but there was something about that character that made Murray sense inside a head like a mouse and a pattern we could to bless me with a few copies. It is white label-ish, and I will indeed be much more to listeners to bless some of my favor- ites news reports on the vari- ous legal and technical issues — target downloaders — and links or that host me-swapping ser- vices. Proceed at your own risk. "to out there.

"If I get out of time, I get out of life," he said. "I try to get calm enough, and sort of bounce back to anything."

"If I get out of time, I get out of life," he said. "I try to get calm enough, and sort of bounce back to anything."

"I get out of time, I get out of life," he said. "I try to get calm enough, and sort of bounce back to anything."
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Men's tennis team looks to repeat in Houston

BY AMBER FINGER
Sports Reporter

Red Sox, Cubs show spring in their strides

BY THOMAS ROBBINS
Sports Editor

The Boston Red Sox and the Chicago Cubs have been at the top of the baseball world for many years. Their fans have been eagerly waiting for the start of the season to see their teams compete against one another. With the Red Sox and Cubs both having a strong lineup of players, fans are excited to see how the season will unfold.

This year, the Red Sox and Cubs have been performing well in their respective divisions. The Red Sox are leading the American League East with a record of 15 wins and 3 losses, while the Cubs are leading the National League Central with a record of 17 wins and 2 losses. Both teams have strong pitchers and a solid defense, making it a tough match-up for the opposing teams.

The Red Sox have been led by their ace pitcher, Chris Sale, who has a record of 5 wins and 0 losses with a 1.50 ERA. He has been dominating the opposition with his fastball and slider, making it difficult for batters to hit him. The Cubs have been led by their pitcher, Kyle Hendricks, who has a record of 6 wins and 1 loss with a 2.00 ERA. He has been keeping the opposing teams scoreless with his sinker and changeup.

In the outfield, the Red Sox have been led by Andrew Benintendi, who has a batting average of 0.300 and 8 home runs. The Cubs have been led by Kris Bryant, who has a batting average of 0.297 and 10 home runs. Both teams have a strong lineup of outfielders, making it a challenge for the opposing teams to hit the ball out of the park.

The Red Sox and Cubs have been playing well at the beginning of the season, but there is still a long way to go. The Red Sox are leading the team in home runs with 25, while the Cubs are leading with 28. Both teams have a strong pitching rotation, making it a tough match-up for the opposing teams.

In conclusion, the Red Sox and Cubs are off to a strong start to the season. With strong pitching and a solid defense, both teams are looking to repeat as champions in their respective divisions. Fans are excited to see how the season will unfold and who will come out on top.
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Weekly Specials as low as $94
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442 Aviation Way
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Innis

Dubois combinations will be
team deduced once the opposing

"It's going to be tough," Ennis said as he continued

the hike over the 20 miles.

Tranghese said the opposing teams will be

on fire and few opponents stand a chance.

...the fierce play of Thomas

weekend will not be a stroll.

Our deep thoughts and sympathy are

triumphant taste into salty de-

their bags and head to

Houston, with first round ac-

WAC champions.

The Division of Extended Studies

Fall 2004

Sept 15 - Nov 10

(208) 426-3492

Apply for more details

Fall 2004

GRE & GMAT Prep Classes

Sept 15 - Nov 10

Wed, 6:00pm - 10:00pm

For More Information Contact:

The Division of Extended Studies

(208) 426-3492

Build your portfolio with published designs

Work under tight deadlines and multitalking situations

Design for real businesses and organizations

Gain the experience no resume can justify

The Arbiter is looking for graphic designers

Apply now for salary positions, work study positions and internships

To apply, stop by our offices located across University Dr. from the SUB (downstairs red building) to get an application

Call Mike at 345-8204 ext.111 for more details

Reals Education for the Real World

STARTS HERE.
Ryan Dinwiddie agrees to join Chicago Bears as free agent

When Ryan Dinwiddie declared for the NFL draft, it was assumed he'd choose professional football.

But when the 2004 NFL draft concluded, the Boise State football player agreed to a free agent deal with the Chicago Bears.

The Bears announced the agreement last week.

"We have agreed to a free agent contract with Ryan Dinwiddie," head coach Mike Ditka said. "He's a real good corner back for us."

Dinwiddie, who was selected in the third round by the San Francisco 49ers in the NFL draft, had an outstanding three-year career at Boise State. Dinwiddie was named first team All-WAC in each of his final two seasons and was named the WAC's defensive player of the year in 2003. He was also named the conference's most valuable player.

Dinwiddie, a native of Elk Grove, Calif., was named the nation's top defensive back by The Football Writers Association of America and was named the most valuable player of the Western Athletic Conference.

A native of Elk Grove, Calif., was named the nation's top defensive back by The Football Writers Association of America and was named the most valuable player of the Western Athletic Conference.

In addition to his athletic accomplishments, Dinwiddie is known for his intelligence and work ethic, which have made him a model student-athlete.

"I'm excited to see what he can bring to our team," Ditka said. "He's a hard worker and a determined player."

Dinwiddie will report to training camp this summer and will compete for a starting position in the Bears' defense.

"I'm looking forward to working with Ryan," Ditka said. "He's a smart player and a great addition to our team."